Example
2021 Forecast Reading
I have used the Medicine Wheel layout for your Forecast Reading, which is a symbolic representation of all the
cycles of life, such as the cycle of the rising and setting sun; the phases of the moon; the stages of birth, death
and rebirth; and the turning of the seasons.
In the Medicine Wheel, every moon (Month) has a position. The Winter Solstice (December), Spring Equinox
(March), Summer Solstice (June) and Autumn Equinox (September) relate to the different points on the circle –
North, East, South and West.
As you look at your forecast you will receive insights as to the flow of the coming months. You will also have
foresight to work with the energies for that month for your highest good.
When looking at the relevant card each month, be aware of the first feeling, image or insight that it reveals to
you. Trust your intuition and gut instinct.
Ask yourself the following questions to reveal further insights:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What does this card mean to me?
What memories, beliefs or associations do I have with this card?
If this card were trying to tell me something, what would it be?
What does my heart/Soul want me to know about this situation?

If you are having trouble reaching the meaning, use your imagination and add “If I knew …” to the questions
above.
Embrace the energy of the card and be willing to face and release any negative thoughts and emotions that may
no longer be serving you around that card’s meaning.
After tapping into your own intuition and inner knowing with the card, the meanings and information enclosed
are additional messages to your Soul which can reveal further insights.
There are also powerful affirmations to state your intent regarding the energy of the card and these can be
repeated as often as you wish.

“May 2021 be filled with love, light, joy and many blessings for you.”
With love and light
Louise Francis
Certified Soul Coaching® Oracle Card Reader

Reading using Denise Linn Soul Coaching Oracle Cards
N.B. Oracle Card Readings are for entertainment purposes only
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Your Overall Energy for 2021

Card Meaning:
Clap your hands with joy and let your inner child play. Be silly
or play hooky and take the day off. This isn't the time to buckle
down and get to work; this is when you should be madcap and
spontaneous.
Have fun!
What your soul wants you to know:
Your spirit guardians are delighted when you're filled with
childlike wonder, joy and exuberance! When just one person
experiences true DELIGHT, this joyous energy radiates outward
like ripples in a pool, reaching even the farthest shores of
humanity. Your pleasure can rejuvenate you and can have a
powerful healing effect on others.
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JANUARY
Card meaning:
There’s a wellspring of power within you.
Lend your STRENGTH to others.
Your Soul wants you to know:
The greatest strength is silent and deep. It doesn’t
need a show of force… it just is.
Inner power is found through contemplation,
reflection and meditation. Sometimes it comes from
times of growth and change; other times it springs
from surviving and conquering painful situations.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FEBRUARY
Card Meaning:
A jouney is coming. Rather than staying in a safe
harbour, let your sails unfurl to the wind. The
universe absolutely knows, cherishes, and protects
you as you ride the currents of your life.
Your Soul wants you to know:
Your life is a spiritual VOYAGE – and it isn't always
what it seems. There have been no wrong turns;
every adventure and misadventure was a part of this
course. You're a sacred traveler on a pilgrimage to
your Soul. There's always a deeper meaning to your
life's journey than what appears on the surface. Even
when you're sailing through dark waters and strormy
seas, if you allow yourself to feel it, you'll know that
you're always seen, loved and cherished by the
Universe, the Creator, and your Angels.
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MARCH
Card Meaning:
Cleanse your body and environment by doing space
clearing, and shifting your clutter. Release whatever
doesn't serve or support you in your life.
Let go of the old, discarded and unused; eat lightly;
and consume fresh water and food with
strong life force.
Your Soul wants you to know:
Sometimes your auric field becomes so cluttered and
dingy that you can't see the world around you clearly,
and you have trouble hearing the messages from the
Soul. When you take the time to purify yourself and
your environment, not only do you feel lighter and
brighter, but you're also a clearer channel for the light.
The brilliance that pours through you can help and
heal many people … but first the path has to be clear.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

APRIL
Card meaning:
Be open to divine inspiration!
You inspire others. Immense creativity, motivation,
and energy are expanding in your life.
Your Soul wants you to know:
Life without the fire of new ideas is dull and separates
you from all that’s the sacred. Creativity and
INSPIRATION are, in fact, receptivity … being open to
the Creator. Even if the motivation that occurs seems
unusual or strange, welcome new ideas and fresh
ways of viewing the world. Open yourself to the
deep-flowing wellspring of visions, ideas, and intuition
that dwell within you. Through the morning mists, the
golden light of sunset, the wind in the trees, and the
gentle thoughts at the edge of your mind, let God’s
wonderful ideas stimulate, enliven, enrich and
revitalise you.
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MAY
Card meaning:
The cup of wisdom is being presented to you. Listen
to the coincidences, signs, and synchronicities around
you; watch for messages from your angels and guides.
Enlightenment is growing within you in mysterious
ways beyond your awareness. Sit on the earth and
allow her wisdom to fill you.
What your soul wants you to know:
Your WISDOM has not only come from your joyous,
carefree times; it's also bloomed from your failures,
deflated dreams, and seemingly wrong turns in life.
Cherish every experience, for all of it has deepened
your wisdom, compassion and understanding.
Also, know that there's an innate wisdom within you
… always. It's simply a matter of being still and turning
within in order to access it. Sometimes you may be so
focused on the future or what's outside of you that
you forget that wisdom is available to you now.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

JUNE
Card meaning:
Open your heart to receive. LOVE is on its way.
You are more cherished than you can possibly know.
You're a sacred vessel for eternal
love to flow through.
Your Soul wants you to know:
There's nothing that you need to do to deserve this
love; who you are is enough. Let it flow to you, for
you are the beloved just as you are. All of your life's
experiences are part of a spiritual evolution toward
the realisation that we are all love. God is love, and in
your essence, so are you. In matters of romance, all is
healing (or is already healed) on the inner planes. Your
beloved is nearby, so be open. Your angels, guides,
spirit guardians, and allies adore and cherish you
always and forever.
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JULY
Card meaning:
Go within and find your inner refuge. Be a safe haven
for others. Step forward with grace, deliberation and
thoughtfulness.
Take moments for reflection.
Your Soul wants you to know:
It’s in times of retreat and inner SANCTUARY that you
can truly hear the voice of your Soul. Create a place of
beauty in your home that feels sacred and holy, and
spend time there (or in nature) carefully listening to
your inner voice. If you’ve been pushing too hard or
struggling to keep going, this is the time to be still and
nurture your inner world. Draw nourishment from the
wellspring inside of you. Think carefully about
decisions you make at this time and proceed with care
and deliberation. Retreat, reflect on your heart’s true
desires, and access your divine guidance.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AUGUST
Card meaning:
Do what matters; and release the rest to find peace,
grace and stillness. Clear internal and external clutter.
Your Soul wants you to know:
One of the fastest ways to align with the tranquil
vibration of the Creator is through simplicity. A busy
life and the accumulation of more than you need
creates static; it can be difficult to hear the voice of
God when there's mental chaos in your life. Create
time to rest and rejuvenate.Clear the clutter in your
home, the files in your computer, and the drawers at
work. Even a small amount of this cleansing can make
an immense difference. Create a feeling of
SIMPLICITY, and know God's grace.
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SEPTEMBER
Card meaning:
This is the time to make the commitment, so stand
tall, don’t hesitate, and give your word.
Keep your promise… and your word becomes law in
your universe.
Your Soul wants you to know:
Making a COMMITMENT is taking a stand. It’s
declaring to yourself and the universe that you’re
unwilling to settle for less than excellence. It means
that you keep your word – especially to yourself. Fear
of doing this because you might fail sends a message
to your subconscious mind that you are a failure. Of
course, there’s always the possibility that you might
not succeed, but to hesitate because of fear instead of
forging forward keeps joy and freedom at bay, so
decide now! Any decision is better than none at all.
The most important promises that you make are to
yourself. Forgive yourself when you don’t honour your
word and then – without shame – recommit yourself
with passion and gusto.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OCTOBER
Card meaning:
A new cycle is beginning in your life. Wipe the slate
clean; it’s now time to release the old and start again.
What your Soul wants you to know:
Life goes in cycles. In the phases of the earth, the
plants die in the fall so that there can be new birth in
the spring – it’s the universal dance of death and
rebirth. There’s a time to end and begin, and this is
the close of one cycle and the beginning of another.
Although it’s often difficult to release familiar
routines, situations or relationships when they no
longer empower you, your Soul asks that you not cling
to the old but set sail into new waters. Face your fear
and allow yourself to stretch in a new direction. Your
Soul is at your side and wonderful opportunities will
be born in your life. Wholeness occurs when you can
say yes to both endings and BEGINNINGS.
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NOVEMBER
Card meaning:
Positive changes are coming. Old structures, beliefs,
and ideas are falling away and will be replaced with
vitality and new pathways. Soon you’ll be seeing the
world in a fresh way.
Your Soul wants you to know:
Like the phoenix that rises majestically from the ashes,
a big change in your life is at hand. You’re at the
beginning, in the middle, or at the completion of an
enormous TRANSFORMATION in your life. Don’t hold
on to old structures and limited ways of thinking.
Even if it looks as if you’re in murky waters, this is only
the clearing that occurs just before rebirth. It’s all for
your highest good!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DECEMBER
Card Meaning:
Now is the time to be IMPECCABLE in your
responsibilities, relationships, and home
environment. Gather your discipline and integrity
around you like a sacred cloak. No matter what it
takes, maintain your power, intent and focus.
Pay attention to the details.
What your soul wants you to know:
This isn't the time to be whimsical. This calls for
discipline, focus, truthfulness, and certitude. Hone
your skills, don't speak unnecessarily, and pay great
attention to details. See what needs to be done; and
do it effectively, swiftly, and with a nobility of heart.
You'll reap immense rewards for doing this now.
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